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This paper examines the variability of Dependent Marker (DM) drop 
in multiple fragments. Building on Park (2013), we first observe that 
only the right-most fragment can optionally drop in multiple fragment 
answers, which is hard to be captured by the main approaches to 
fragments. Assuming that multiple fragments are derived by ellipsis we 
argue that stranding DM (i.e., case-marker and postposition) is possible 
under ellipsis, but that DM-stranding movement across an intervener 
outside of ellipsis site leads to a PF-crash, therefore capturing the fact 
that only the right-most fragment can strand its DM. The analysis can 
also capture a puzzling fact that Korean allows postposition stranding 
although it is not a P-stranding language under regular movement 
(Merchant 2001). Finally, it is shown that the analysis can be extended 
to a different type of fragments, dubbed as focus doubling construction. 
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1. Introduction

Fragments in Korean exhibit an interesting property regarding the possi-
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bility of omitting dependent markers (DM, henceforth) such as case-mark-

ers and postpositions. As shown in (B)-examples in (1)-(3) below, these 

markers can optionally be omitted/dropped in fragments. In contrast, 

in non-fragment, full-sentential environments these markers must be re-

tained as shown in (C)-examples:1)

(1) A: nwu-ka     Yenghi-lul    mannass-ni?

who-Nom   Y.-Acc       met-Q

B: Chelswu(-ka)

C.-Nom

‘Chelswu’

C: Chelswu*(-ka)  Yenghi-lul  mannass-e

C.-Nom       Y.-Acc     met-Dec

‘Chelswu met Yenghi.’

(2) A: Chelswu-ka  nwukwu-ekey  nonmun-ul  ponass-ni?

C.-Nom     who-Dat       paper-Acc  sent-Q

‘Who did Chelswu send a paper?’

B: Minswu(-ekey)

M.-Dat

‘Minswu’

C: Chelswu-ka Minswu*(-ekey)  nonmun-ul  ponass-e

C.-Nom    M.-Dat         paper-Acc   sent-Dec

‘Chelswu sent Minswu a paper.’

1) The accusative marker of an object is an exception when the object appears adjacent 
to the predicate as shown in (i) (Kuno 1972; Saito 1985). To avoid potential complica-
tions, in what follows we will not discuss omission of accusative marker in this context 
(see Park 2013 for related discussion).

(i) a. Chelswu-ka  nonmwun(-lul) ilkess-e
C.-Nom     paper-Acc     read-Dec
‘Chelswu read a paper.’

b. Chelswu-ka nonmwun?*(-lul)  Yenghi-ekey  ponass-e
C-Nom     paper-Acc        Y.-DAT     sent-Dec
‘Chelswu sent a paper to Yenghi.’
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(3) A: Chelswu-ka nwukwu-lo pwuthe  ton-ul  patass-ni?

C.-Nom    who-from           money  received-Q

‘Who did Chelswu received money from?’

B: Yenghi(-lo pwuthe)

Y.-from

‘From Yenghi’

C: Chelswu-ka Yenghi*(-lo pwuthe) ton-ul      patass-e

C.-Nom    Y.-from            money-Acc  received-Dec

At first glance, omission of dependent markers in fragments seems to 

occur freely. However, as is observed by Park (2013), it becomes pretty 

restricted in multiple fragment answer (MFA) environments. As shown 

in the following examples, when two NPs appear as fragments, only the 

second fragment can drop its dependent marker (DM) (cf. Choi and Yoon 

2009; Ahn 2012):2) 

(4) A: nwu-ka    nwukwu-ekey  nonmun-ul  ponass-ni?

who-Nom  who-Dat      paper-Acc   sent-Q

‘Who sent whom a paper?’

B: Chelswu-ka Minswu-ekey C.-Nom  M.-Dat       

C: *Chelswu-Ø Minswu-ekey

D: (?)Chelswu-ka Minswu-Ø

E: *Chelswu-Ø Minswu-Ø

(5) A: nwu-ka      nwukwu-lo pwuthe  ton-ul      patass-ni?

who-Nom   who-from           money-Acc  received-Q

‘Who received money from whom?’

B: Chelswu-ka Yenghi-lo pwuthe

C.-Nom         Y-from 

C: Chelswu-ka Yenghi-Ø

D: *Chelswu-Ø Yenghi-lo pwuthe

E: *Chelswu-Ø Yenghi-Ø

2) Ø indicates omission/dropping of DM.
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(6) A: [nwukwu-lo pwuthe]i nwu-ka  ti   ton-ul       patass-ni?
who-from           who-Nom    money-Acc  received-Q
‘Who received money from whom?’

B: Yenghi-lo pwuthe Chelswu-ka
Y.-from C.-Nom  

C: ?Yenghi-lo pwuthe Chelswu-Ø
D: *Yenghi-Ø  Chelswu-ka
E: *Yenghi-Ø  Chelswu-Ø

Based on the restricted pattern, Park (2013) proposes the Multiple FA 
Generalization in (7) and provides two potential ways of deducing it:3)

(7) Multiple FA Generalization (Park 2013: (22))
Multiple FAs that have the form of [NP-maker, NP-marker/-ø] 
are acceptable, but not [NP-ø, NP-marker/-ø]

In this paper, we will show that the generalization is merely part of a 
bigger generalization and thus needs to be modified accordingly. We will 
also show that Park’s analysis falls short of dealing with the modified 
generalization and suggest that the generalization can be deduced from 
interactions of DM-stranding and ellipsis at PF. 

3) Note that the same pattern is observed when the subject and the object fragment are 
involved as shown in (iB). For some speakers, when these fragments all lack their 
case-marker, the status gets slightly improved. We conjecture that for these speakers 
the subject fragment is understood as a left-dislocated element in the sense of Ahn 
and Cho (2007). This might account for the fact that when an adjunct fragment pre-
cedes as in (ii) the fragments become severely degraded even for those speakers: 

(i) A: nwu-ka   mwues-ul  mekess-ni?
who-Nom what-Acc  ate-Q
‘Who ate what?’ 

B: Chelswu*(-ka) ppang(-ul)
C.-Nom      bread-Acc
‘Chelswu ate bread.’

(ii) A: encey  nwu-ka    mwues-ul  mekess-ni?
when  who-Nom  what-Acc  ate-Q
‘Who ate what and when?’

B: *ecey    Chelswu ppang
yesterday C.       bread
‘Chelswu ate bread yesterday.’
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2. Dependent Marker Drop Generalization in MFA

The Multiple FA Generalization (7) is to capture the possibility of de-
pendent marker drop in the environment where the number of fragments 

is two. However, the generalization is merely part of a bigger one. As 
shown in (8)-(9), when more than two fragments are involved it turns 
out that only the right-most fragment can drop its DM, about which 

the generalization in (7) is silent (see also Park and Kim 2014, 2015; 
An 2015; Ku and Cho 2014): 

(8) A: nwu-ka    mwues-ul  nwukwu-ekey   ponayss-ni?
who-Nom  what-Acc  who-Dat       sent-Q
‘Who gave what to whom?’

B: Chelswu*(-ka)   ton?*(-lul)     Yenghi(-ekey) 
C.-Nom        money-Acc    Y.-Dat
‘Chelswu sent money to Yenghi.’

(9) A: nwu-ka    mwues-ul   nwukwu-lo pwuthe  patass-ni?
who-Nom  what-Acc   who-from           received-Q

‘Who received what from whom?’
B: Chelswu*(-ka)   ton*(-ul)      Yenghi?(-lo pwuthe)

C.-Nom        money-Acc    Y.-from

‘Chelswu received money from Yenghi.’

Furthermore, a caseless argument can appear with an adjunct fragment, 

but again in a restricted way. As shown in (10B) and (10C), an adjunct 
fragment can precede a caseless argument fragment but when they appear 
in the opposite order the fragments are not acceptable:

(10) A: Chelswu-ka (encey)  nwukwu-lo pwuthe (encey)  ton-ul      patass-ni?
C.-Nom    when   who-from          when   money-Acc  received-Q
‘When did John borrow money from whom?’

B: ecey  Yenghi(-lo pwuthe) 

yesterday   Y.     -from     
‘Yesterday, from Yenghi, Chelswu borrowed money.’

C: *Yenghi   ecey
 Y.       yesterday   
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Given that in non-fragment environments DM cannot be dropped, the 

right-most fragment is very special in that only it can drop its DM. Thus 

we propose that the generalization (7) needs to be revised as (11):

(11) Dependent Marker Drop Generalization in MFA

In the MFA environment, only the right-most fragment can 

drop its dependent marker.

Note here that (11) is also intended to capture cases like (10) where both 

an argument fragment and an adjunct fragment are involved. Being a 

non-right-most-fragment, the argument fragment in (10C) cannot drop 

its case-marker, given the generalization in (11). For adjuncts, being in-

herently non-DMed, it is trivially true that they can appear in a ‘bear’ 

form in any position.4) 

Park (2013) points out that the Multiple FA generalization (7), if true, 

presents non-trivial problems for major approaches to fragments. Given 

that the Dependent Marker Drop Generalization in MFA (11) is just 

a revised version of (7), the same problems still carry over to these 

approaches. For example, under the Direct Interpretation Approach, the 

fragments are derived via some pragmatic process, not involving any hid-

den syntactic structures (cf. Yanofsky 1978; Morgan 1989; Barton 1990; 

Stainton 1993, 1994, 2006; Barton and Progovac 2005; Kim 2015). 

However, the word order effect that only the right-most fragment can 

be in a bare form seems very hard to be explained under this approach. 

The same problem arises for the Dependent Marking Parameter analysis 

proposed by Choi and Yoon (2009) and Choi (2007). According to the 

4) In other words, the statement (11) mutually entails the following one: In MFA envi-
ronments, the non-right-most fragments cannot drop their DMs. Anticipating what we 
propose later (Sect. 4), this statement may well be more appropriate one.
  A reviewer suggests a way of deducing the generalization: the right most fragment 
seems to bear the most prominent focus and thus drop its DM. Although it seems 
to be an interesting possibility, it is not clear to us whether the right-most fragment 
is indeed special in this way. Even if it is so, the question that arises is why prominent 
focus would allow DM-drop. Note also that in line with Lasnik (2013), Ahn (2012) 
suggests that MFA involves movement of the second fragment to a post-verbal 
position. But Park and Oh (2014) convincingly argues that MFA is derived from a 
mono-clause, which we adopt in this paper. 
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analysis, presence of DM plays a crucial role in allowing MFA. This 

entails that when the fragments in MFA all lack their DMs, this leads 

to the acceptability. This would successfully account for why fragments 

in (8) and (9) become unacceptable when they all lack dependent markers. 

But it fails to account for why only the right-most fragment, but not 

the other fragments, can optionally drop its DM. 

Park (2013) offers two potential directions to deduce the generalization 

(7). In the next section, we introduce his analysis and discuss whether it 

can be extended to capture the Dependent Marker Drop Generalization (11). 

3. Pro/(Pseudo-)cleft and Ellipsis 

As a first attempt to deduce the generalization (7), Park (2013) pursues 

pro/(pseudo-)cleft approach. According to this approach, the singleton 

bare fragment answer in (1), repeated as (12), involves the underlying 

source in (13), where pro is represented as the overt pronominal element 

kuken ‘it’ that seems to refer to various entities in the antecedent including 

the presupposition part in a (pseudo-)cleft. 

(12) A: nwu-ka    Yenghi-lul   mannass-ni?

who-Nom  Y.-Acc      met-Q

‘Who met Yenghi?’

B: Chelswu 

(13) B: kuken(/Yenghi-lul mannan-ken/) Chelswu

it      Y.-Acc    met-KEN     C.

‘It (/The person who met Yenghi/) was Chelswu.’

  

As Park himself points out, however, this analysis faces a potential problem 

for MFA. For instance, the contrast between the acceptable MFA in (5C), 

repeated as (14C), and the degraded status of its potential pro/(pseu-

do-)cleft source in (15) remains unaccounted for under this analysis.5) 

5) When all the relevant DMs are retained in MFA as in (14B), Park assumes that they 
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(14) A: nwu-ka    nwukwu-lo pwuthe  ton-ul       patass-ni?

who-Nom  who-from           money-Acc  received-Q

‘Who received money from whom?’

B: Chelswu-ka Yenghi-lo pwuthe

C: Chelswu-ka Yenghi-Ø

(15) C  ??/?*kuken(/ton-ul patun-ken/)        Chelswu-ka Yenghi(-ya)

        it     money-Acc received-KEN  C.-Nom     Y.(-YA)

‘*It (/The persons who received money/) was Chelswu, Yenghi.’

The contrast becomes more conspicuous when we consider cases where 

more than two fragments are involved. Let us take (9) as an example. 

Given the Dependent Marker Drop Generalization (11), only the 

right-most element can be dropped as shown in (16B). But the potential 

pro/(pseudo-)cleft source in (17) is severely degraded:

(16) A: nwu-ka    mwues-ul   nwukwu-lo pwuthe  patass-ni? (=(9A))

who-Nom  what-Acc    who-from          received

‘Who received what from whom?’

B: ?Chelswu-ka ton-ul Yenghi-Ø

(17) *kuken (/patun-ken/) Chelswu-ka   ton-ul   Yenghi(-ya)

 it        received   C.-Nom      money-Acc   Y.(-YA)  

‘*It (/The person who received something from someone/) was C., 

money, Y.’

Given the problem pointed out for examples like (14)-(15), Park pursues anoth-

er approach, what he calls Deterministic pro/cleft + ellipsis analysis.6) 

Considering cases where only two fragments are involved, he suggests that 

when the first fragment is bare, the fragments must be derived from the 

pro/(pseudo-)cleft source. On the other hand, when the first fragment bears 

a DM, the fragments must be derived via ellipsis. This is exemplified in (18):

are derived via TP-ellipsis, preceded by multiple fronting of the focused elements (Park 
2015a,b; Merchant 2004).

6) The term pro/cleft is equivalent to the term pro/(pseudo-)cleft used in this paper. For 
simplicity, we use the latter term throughout the paper. 
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(18) A: nwu-ka   nwukwu-lul wuyhay  noray pwuless-ni?  (Park 2013: (28))

who-Nom who-Acc for         song  sang-Q

‘Who sang a song for whom?’

B: Chelswu-ka    Yenghi-lul wuyhay ⇐ ellipsis

B’: (?)Chelswu-ka  Yenghi-Ø ⇐ ellipsis

B”: *Chelswu-Ø   Yenghi-lul wuyhay ⇐ pro/(pseudo-)cleft

(*kuken [Chelswu Yenghi-lul wuyhay])

  it     C.       Y.-Acc for   

B”’: *Chelswu-Ø Yenghi-Ø ⇐ pro/(pseudo-)cleft

(*kuken [Chelswu Yenghi])

  it     C.      Y.

As shown above, when the first fragment of the two is bare as shown 

in (18B”) and (18B”’), the fragments is determined to be derived from 

only the pro/(pseudo-)cleft source. This is supported by the fact that the 

unacceptability of (18B”) and (18B”’) tracks the unacceptability of the 

corresponding pro/(pseudo-)cleft sources (as shown with the expressions 

in the parentheses in (18B”) and (18B”’)). 

In contrast, when the first fragment bears a case-marker as in (18B) 

and (18B’), the fragments must be derived by ellipsis of TP. What is 

interesting here is that the second fragment in (18B’) lacks its postposition 

and the fragments are fairly acceptable. In line with Ahn and Cho (2006) 

and Kim (2010), Park suggests that the DM of the second fragment can 

be stranded within the elliptical site, as shown in (19). 

(19) Chelswu-kai Yenghii [ti  tj-lul wuyhay noray pwuless-e] [Derivation of (18B’)]

C.-Nom    Y.           Acc for    song  sang

‘Chelswu sang a song for Yenghi.’

Note here that in non-elliptical environments, stranding DM is prohibited 

as in (20) for morphological reasons. However, he assumes with Ahn 

and Cho (2006) that stranding DM within the elliptical site is allowed 

since ellipsis can rescue the structure by virtue of eliminating the stranded 

DM (cf. Chomsky 1972; Merchant 2001; Fox and Lasnik 2003).
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(20) *Yenghii [Chelswu-kai  tj-lul  wuyhay noray pwuless-e]

 Y.      C.-Nom      -Acc  for     song  sang-Dec

‘Chelswu sang a song for Yenghi.’

This analysis, however, is also silent about cases where more than two 

fragments are involved. Let us consider (8) again, repeated as (21) below:

(21) A: nwu-ka    mwues-ul  nwukwu-ekey   ponayss-ni?

who-Nom  what-Acc  whom-Dat      sent-Q

‘Who gave what to whom?’

B: Chelswu*(-ka)   ton?*(-lul)     Yenghi(-ekey) 

C.-Nom  money-Acc    Y.-Dat

‘Chelswu sent money to Yenghi.’

Recall that given the Dependent Marker Drop Generalization (11), only 

the right-most element can be bare, as shown (21B). Of the various un-

acceptable fragment answer combinations arising from (21B), what is rele-

vant to our discussion is the one in (22). (22) is pretty degraded but the 

degradedness doesn’t seem to be captured by the Deterministic pro/cleft 

+ ellipsis analysis. If we assume that bearing its case-marker, the first 

fragment requires the application of ellipsis deterministically, (22) should 

be acceptable, contrary to fact. The case markers of the second and third 

fragment would be stranded within the ellipsis site, and thus nothing 

would correctly rule out (22): 

(22) *Chelswu-ka   ton-Ø  Yenghi-Ø

In the next section we offer an account to deduce the Dependent Marker 

Drop Generalization (11). Specifically, we assume in line with Park (2013) 

that a priori DMs can be stranded within the elliptical site, but argue 

that in MFA only the right-most element is allowed to strand its DM. 

We will argue that this restriction naturally comes about since DM-strand-

ing movement has an effect outside the ellipsis site. 
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4. Stranding Case-markers and Postpositions in Ellipsis Site

In this section, we attempt to deduce the Dependent Marker Drop 

Generalization based on the ellipsis approach to fragments. Specifically, 

we propose to modify Park’s (2013) analysis of fragments. Recall that 

in his second attempt, Park suggests that Dependent Markers (DM) can 

be stranded, and subsequent ellipsis of a constituent containing the strand-

ed DM repairs the structure at PF. The ellipsis process repairs the structure 

since the stranded DM induces a PF-crash. To capture the generalization, 

however, we propose that not only the stranded DM leads to a PF-crash, 

but the intervening element located between the moved NP and its strand-

ed DM leads to a PF-crash since it breaks the dependency between them 

at PF. This suggests that to rescue the structure, the intervener must also 

be deleted. Our proposal is stated in detail below:

(23) PROPOSAL

I. We propose that DM-stranding movement has an effect 

on the intervening element (as well as on the stranded 

DM) in PF. That is, the intervening element ( ), as 

well as the stranded DM leads to a PF-crash.

⇒  *[XPi  [TP .. .. [ti-DM]..]] 

II. When the subsequent TP-ellipsis eliminates YP, the 

structure is repaired (since both  and the stranded 

DM are eliminated)

⇒  [XPi  [TP .. .. [ti-DM]..]] 

III. However, when an intervening element ( ), survives 

TP-ellipsis, no repair effect is detected.

⇒  *[XPi    [TP .. .. [ti-DM]..]]

(23I) and (23II) are supposed to explain how bare singleton fragment 

such as (24B) is derived. The derivational steps of (24B) are shown in 

(25) (See also Park 2015 for arguments that bare singleton fragment can 

be derived in the same way). 
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(24) A: Chelswu-ka nwukwu-ekey Mary-lul   sokayhass-ni?

C.-Nom    who-Dat     Mary-Acc  introduced-Q

Who did Chelswu introduce Mary to?

B: Minswu

(25) a. Minswui [TP   ti-ekey Mary-lul sokayhass-e]  ⇒ 
b. Minswui [TP   ti-ekey Mary-lul sokayhass-e]

The movement of Minswu strands its dative case-maker within the TP 

in (25a). Without TP-ellipsis it will lead to a PF-crash. We suggest that 

(25a) is unacceptable without ellipsis since there exist two (closely-related) 

trouble makers at PF. The first trouble maker is the stranded DM, since 

as the term ‘dependent’ already implies, the dependent maker -ekey cannot 

be stranded from its host NP. We propose that any intervening element 

between the moved NP and its dependent marker also counts as a trouble 

maker at PF, since it separates the moved NP and its stranded DM and 

thus breaks the dependency between them. This makes the subject 

 in (25a) an intervener and has an effect in PF. When TP-ellipsis 

takes place, however, these trouble makers are all eliminated as shown 

in (25b), giving rise to a repair effect.  

(23III) is supposed to directly deduce the Dependent Marker Drop 

Generalization in MFA (11). Here XP and ZP are multiple fragments 

that are extracted inside from TP, and the former has moved across both 

ZP and YP, stranding its DM behind within TP. Without ellipsis, there 

are three trouble makers at PF: ZP, YP and the stranded DM. What 

happens when TP-ellipsis takes place? It only eliminates the latter two. 

The remaining intervener ZP survives TP-ellipsis and thus leads to a 

PF-crash. This entails that only the right-most element can strand its de-

pendent markers and thus deduce the generalization.7) 

7) We assume that both XP and ZP undergoes to focus movement to FP. The timing 
of movement and where ZP is originated in TP are immaterial since being located 
between XP and its stranded DM after movement takes place, ZP will always count 
as an intervener. (Thus we do not indicate where ZP is originated from in TP in 
(23III)). Note also that as a reviewer points out, it is plausible to assume that the 
case-maker is a head projecting to KP. Then the DM-stranding is understood as 
K-stranding here.
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To see this more clearly, let us consider (5), repeated as (26):

(26) A: nwu-ka  nwukwu-lo pwuthe  ton-ul       patass-ni?

who-Nom   who-from           money-Acc  received-Q

‘Who received money from whom?’

B: Chelswu-ka Yenghi-lo pwuthe

C: Chelswu-ka Yenghi-Ø

D: *Chelswu-Ø Yenghi-lo pwuthe

E: *Chelswu-Ø Yenghi-Ø

(26D) and (26E) are unacceptable since the final fragment is the intervener 

located between the first fragment and its stranded DM. In contrast, there 

is no intervener that survives TP-ellipsis in (26C). ((26B) does not involve 

any trouble makers to begin with.) The same account applies to cases 

where more than two fragments are involved. 

Under the proposed analysis, the Dependent Marker Drop 

Generalization (11) can be restated as the following (cf. fn. 4): In MFA, 

the non-final fragments are not allowed to strand their DMs. (In other 

words, non-final fragments, not the final fragment, are special in that 

they cannot drop their DMs.) The reason is obvious. They cannot strand 

their DMs since there will always be at least one intervener to their right.8) 

Note that the gist of this analysis is that ‘illegitimate’ movement (i.e., 

movement that strands DM and crosses the intervener) has an effect on 

the intervener outside the ellipsis domain at PF. A similar effect also 

8) Two reviewers wonder whether the proposed analysis can extend to MFA that in-
volves LBE of modifiers. As shown in (i), the LBEed AP cannot precede another frag-
ment:

(i) A: nwukwu-uy tongsayng-i  mwues-ul  sass-ni?
Who-Gen  brother-Nom what-Acc  bought-Q
‘Whose brother bought what?’

B: *Chelswu-uy  chayk-ul
C.-Gen       book-Acc
Intended: ‘Chelswu’s brother bought a book.’

It seems that the unacceptability of (ib) can be captured under the proposed analysis 
with the assumption that LBE of the possessor in (iB) renders the second fragment 
the surviving intervener (Park and Oh 2015). Although the analysis would straighfor-
wardly capture (i), there are some compounding issues. See fn. 15 for discussion.
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has been observed for English. Since Ross (1969), it has become a standard 

assumption that sluicing repairs island violations, as shown in (27).

(27) a. I believe the claim that he bit someone, but they don’t know 

who I believe the claim that he bit. 

(Complex NP Constraint, noun complement)

b. They want to ire someone who speaks a Balkan language, 

but I don’t know which (Balkan language) they want to hire 

someone who speaks t.

(Complex NP Constraint, relative clause)

Chomsky (1972) proposes that the island-crossing movement of the 

wh-phrase a *-feature on the island itself and that subsequent (TP-)ellipsis 

get rid of this *-feature, yielding the amelioration effect. This, however, 

cannot be the whole story since VP-ellipsis in the same environment fails 

to repair the structure (Chung, Ladusaw, and McClosky 1995; Lasnik 

2001, Merchant 2001):

(28) a. *I believe the claim that he bit someone, but they don’t 

know who I do [VP believe he claim that he bit]. 

b. *They want to hire someone who speaks a Balkan language, 

but I don’t know which (Balkan language) they do [VP want 

to hire someone who speaks t]. 

Two main analyses have been proposed. Fox and Lasnik (2003) suggests 

that the ungrammaticality arises due to interactions of a Parallelism con-

straint on ellipsis (Fiengo and May 1994) and locality of movement. 

Assuming that the indefinite correlate does not move but is bound by 

a choice function operator (Reinhart 1997), they claim that Parallelism 

ensures one-fell-swoop movement of the wh-phrase in the elliptical clause. 

This will violate locality of movement on the every crossed maximal pro-

jection, encoded with a * on it. TP-ellipsis gets rid of all the *’s whereas 

VP-ellipsis doesn’t. In (28), for instance, the * on TP and AspP still survives 

VP-ellipsis. 
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Merchant (2008) also takes advantage of *-marking but without assum-

ing Parallelism. Assuming, with Chomsky (1986), Fox (2000), and López 

and Winkler (2003), that wh-movement proceeds by adjunction to interven-

ing maximal projections, he suggests that island-escaping XPs are marked 

with the *-feature, due to a violation of locality. All subsequent cop-

ies/traces of this *XP will themselves also be *-marked. Finally, he as-

sumes that the *-feature can be erased (checked) in the final spec-head 

relation that a +wh XP comes to be in with a +wh C. Under this analysis, 

the contrast between TP-ellipsis and VP-ellipsis regarding island repair 

possibility comes about naturally. Only in the VP-ellipsis environment 

in (28) there remain copies of wh-phrase that bear *-feature at PF. 

An interesting consequence of these two analyses is that the island-vio-

lating extraction has the effect outside the island itself (contra Chomsky 

1972), thereby resulting in the contrast between VP-ellipsis and TP-ellipsis. 

Our analysis of multiple fragments has the same consequence. The 

DM-stranding movement has an effect on the element (i.e., intervener) 

outside the elliptical site (=TP). Since it is located outside of TP, ellipsis 

of TP does not repair the structure (entirely).9)  

5. Postposition Stranding from a Typological Perspective

In the previous section, we have argued that being a type of DM, post-

positions a priori can be stranded under ellipsis. If true, this has some 

interesting typological consequence. Merchant (2001) observes that there 

is a striking correlation between the behavior of wh-movement under sluic-

ing and that of regular wh-phrase movement regarding the (im)possibility 

of preposition stranding across languages. What he calls P-stranding 

Generalization is given in (29):

9) Given the similarity, it seems possible to recast the proposed analysis in terms of 
*-marking with certain assumptions on the timing of multiple focus movement (see 
Park and Kim 2014, 2015 for this line of approach). In this paper, however, we do 
not adopt a version of the *-marking approach since it would require complicated as-
sumptions, e.g., regarding the timing of multiple focus movement. 
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(29) P-stranding Generalization (Merchant, 2001:92)

A language L will allow preposition stranding under sluicing iff 

L allows prepositionstranding under regular wh-movement. 

The English data in (30)-(31) and the Greek data in (32)-(33) below are 

some of the representative examples:

(30) Who was Peter talking with?

(31) Peter was talking with someone, but I don’t know (with) who.

(32) *Pjon  milise  me?

who she.spoke with

Intended: ‘Who did she speak with?’

(33) I   Anna milise  me   kapjon,  alla  dhe ksero *(me) pjon.

the Anna spoke  with  someone but  not I.know with who

‘Anna spoke with someone, but I don’t know with who.’

(Greek, Merchant, 2001:94)

Recall that Korean does not permit postposition stranding under any 

non-elliptical environments (as shown in (20)). Thus if we naturally extend 

Merchant’s P-stranding Generalization to fragments, we would predict 

that postposition stranding must be disallowed, contrary to fact. This sug-

gests that Korean does not belong to the reported typology. 

The conclusion might be too hasty since it is often reported that there 

are some languages that do not permit P-stranding under regular wh-move-

ment but still allows it under sluicing. For instance, as noted by Vicente 

(2008), Spanish is one of the languages. However, Vicente argues that 

these examples do not constitute a real problem for the P-stranding 

Generalization since it is derived from a cleft source (see also Rodrigues 

et al., 2009). The cleft analysis of sluicing has also been proposed for 

other languages, including French, Italian (Vincente 2008) and Polish 

(Szczegielniak 2005, 2008). Crucially, however, Korean does not take 
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advantage of this kind of strategy (see dissuasion in Section 3). The relevant 

examples (16)-(17) are reproduced below as (34)-(35), respectively, for 

convenience. 

(34) A: nwu-ka    mwues-ul  nwukwu-lo pwuthe  patass-ni? 

who-Nom  what-Acc   who-from          received

‘Who received what from whom?’

B: ?Chwlswu-ka  ton-ul  Yenghi-Ø

(35) *kuken (/patun-ken/) Chelswu-ka ton-ul      Yenghi(-ya)

it         received   C.-Nom      money-Acc Y.(-YA)  

‘*It (/The person who received something from someone/) was 

C., money, Y.’

In (34B), the right-most fragment strands its postposition. Importantly, 

as shown in (35) the (pseudo-)cleft or pro source cannot underlie the frag-

ments in (34B), which differentiates Korean from the Spanish type lan-

guages (see also Sato 2011 and Park 2015 for relevant discussion).

It is unclear to us that what underlying properties make Korean different 

from other types of language with respect to postposition-stranding under 

ellipsis. Although further research is required, it seems fruitful to take 

into consideration the case-marker stranding as well, as it exhibits the 

same pattern as the postposition-stranding in MFA.10)

In the next section, we will extend our analysis to a different type 

of fragment construction, called Focus Doubling Construction. If success-

ful, this shows that the proposed analysis can be applicable to fragments 

in general. Furthermore the construction also presents non-trivial issues 

for some alternative approaches to fragments. 

10) Two reviewers wonder if we assume that case-markers and postpositions are of the 
same category. We don’t: we simply argue that they are dependent markers (cf. Choi 
2007) and thus exhibit the same pattern in the relevant respects as discussed above. 
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6. Focus Doubling

Korean allows a construction where an NP is duplicated in the sentence 

initial position as shown in (36). What is interesting for the discussion 

to follow is that the duplicated NP can optionally drop its case-marker 

or postposition.

(36) a. nonmwun(-ul),  Chelswu-nun  nonmwun-ul ilkess-e

paper-Acc      C.-Top       paper-Acc   read-Dec

‘John read a PAPER.’

b. Chelswu(-ka), (onul)  Chelswu-ka  nonmun-ul ilkess-e

C-Nom       today  C.-Nom     paper-Acc  read-Dec

‘CHELSWU read a paper.’

c. Yenghi(-ekey), (onul)  Chelswu-ka  Yenghi-ekey nonmun-ul  ponass-e

Y.-Dat        today  C.-Nom     Y.-Dat      paper-Acc   sent-Dec

‘Today Chelswu sent YENGHI a paper.’

To our best knowledge, Akiyama (2014) is the first one who observes 

and provides an analysis of this kind of construction for the corresponding 

Japanese construction. He observes that the duplicated NP in the sentence 

initial position and the original NP in the subsequent clause bear a certain 

amount of focus. Thus he calls the construction Focus Doubling 

Construction (FDC). He argues that FDC consists of two separate clauses 

conjoined with a null conjunction (which is marked by a pause), and 

that the sentence-initial focused NP is derived from the first clause via 

ellipsis.11) Crucially, he argues that the focused NP in the first clause 

in (36) need not be extracted out of it, but can remain in situ, followed 

by application of non-constituent ellipsis within the first clause. The deriva-

tion of (36a) is schematically represented in (37). One of the advantages 

of assuming the non-constituent ellipsis is that the case-marker can option-

ally be included in the domain of ellipsis as shown (37), therefore yielding 

the caseless NP.12) 

11) One of the arguments for the claim that two separate sentences are involved has to 
do with licensing of the negative polarity items like -sika ‘only’. Later in this section, 
we will provide an additional argument that has to do with binding and scope 
interactions.

12) It is not entirely clear to us whether the singleton case-marked NP can or must be 
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(37) [TP1 ..X..  nonmwun-lul ..Y..] (Conj) [TP2 ..X.. nonmwun-lul ..Y.. ]

Interestingly, FDC allows multiple NPs sentence-initially and they must 

observe the same restriction observed for MFAs discussed above: FDC 

is also subject to the Dependent Marker Generalization (11). As shown 

in (38), only the right-most NP can drop its case-marker. Given the correla-

tion between FDC and MFA, it is now obvious that the same analysis 

proposed for Multiple Fragment Answers also straightforwardly accounts 

for the these facts:13)

(38) a. Chelswu*(-ka) nonmwun(-ul), onul  Chelswu-ka nonmwun-ul ilkess-e

C.-Nom      paper-Acc     today C.-Nom    paper       read-Dec

‘Today, CHELSWU read a PAPER.’

b. Chelswu*(-ka) nonmwun*(-ul) Yenghi?(-lo pwuthe), onul Chelswu-ka

C-Nom       paper-Acc      Y.-from            today C.-Nom

nonmwun-ul  Yenghi-lo pwuthe  patass-e

paper-Acc    Y.-from           received-Dec

‘Today, CHELSWU received a PAPER from YENGHI.’

Akiyama (2014), however, offers a different account. To account for the 

fact that only the final fragment can optionally drop its DM, he makes 

several assumptions in such a way to force all the NPs except the final 

derived in situ under Akiyama’s analysis. If it must be, one should assume that ellip-
sis can optionally exclude the case marker as in (i). This uncertainty however will 
not affect the discussion in this section. What is crucial for our purposes is that under 
Akiyama’s analysis the caseless NP must be derived in situ. (See discussion below.)

(i) [TP1 ..X.. nonmwun-lul ..Y..] (Conj) [TP2 ..X.. nonmwun-lul ..Y.. ]
13) Akiyama provides one argument for his in-situ analysis. As shown in (ia), the 

case-marker of the fronted wh-object is not allowed to drop (we are providing corre-
sponding Korean examples). However, the same wh-object can drop it case-marker 
in FDC as in (ib). Thus, he concludes that as a sole NP remnant in (ib), the wh-object 
must not be fronted but be in situ. Note that this contrast can also be captured by 
our analysis, since it allows case-stranding only within the elliptical site. 

(i) a. *mwe,  John-i  nwukwu-ekey cwuess-ni?
what   J.-Nom who-Dat     gave-Q
‘What did John give to whom?’

b. mwe?(-lul),   John-i    Bill-ekey   mwe(-lul)  cwuess-ni?
what-Acc    J.-Nom   Bill-Dat   what-Acc  gave-Q
‘What did John give to Bill?’
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one to undergo movement to FocP. Given that Akiyama assumes that 

NP-movement does not strand its DM, the moved NPs must bear their 

case-makers. In contrast, the case-marker of the final NP that remains 

in situ does not need to bear its case marker since the non-constituent 

ellipsis can (optionally) target its case marker. The derivation of (38a) 

is schematically shown in (39):

(39) [FocP Chelswu-kai [TP1 ..ti..  nonmwun-lul ..Y..]] (Conj) [TP2 .... ]  

This analysis however faces both theoretical and empirical problems. 

Recall that the crucial aspect of his analysis is the assumption that non-con-

stituent ellipsis is allowed. However, the standard assumption is that as 

a grammatical operation, ellipsis can only target constituents. As an illus-

tration, let us consider Pseudogapping as in (40a):

(40) a. John considered Mary smart and Bill did Sue 

b. John considered Mary smart and Bill did Sue consider ti smart.

c. John considered Mary smart and Bill did consider Sue smart.

The standard take on Pseudogapping is to assume the derivation in (40b), 

where the focused object undergoes an object ‘shift’ out of VP, followed 

by VP-ellipsis (see Lasnik 1999, Johnson 2001 for arguments). An ap-

proach that assumes derivations like (40b) has not seriously been put 

forward because it would employ non-constituent ellipsis. 

Being theoretical, the objection might turn out not to be strong. Still, 

the analysis faces some empirical problems as well. The first has to do 

with binding. Let us consider (41). As is well known that scrambled/front-

ed NP can bind into the anaphoric subject as shown in (41b):

(41) a. ?*seloi-uy pwumo-ka           [John kwa Mary]i-lul pinanhass-e

  each other-Gen parents-Nom  J. and M.-Acc      blamed

‘*Each other’s parents blamed John and Mary.’

b. [[John kwa Mary]i-lul  [seloi-uy pwumo-ka ti        pinanhass-e]

J. and M.-Acc         each other-Gen parents-Nom blamed

With this in mind, let us consider (42):
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(42) John kwa Mary-(lul), onul  [John kwa Mary]i-lul [seloi-uy pwumo-ka ti pinanhass-e]

J. and M.-Acc       today  J. and M.-Acc    each other-Gen parents-Nom blamed

‘*Today each other’s parents blamed JOHN and MARY.’

The second clause in (42) is identical with (41b) and thus Principle A 

is satisfied. Recall that under Akiyama’s analysis, the caseless NP in (42) 

indicates that it must remain in situ in the first clause as shown in (43), 

where ellipsis has not taken place. The configuration in (43) is identical 

with the one in (41a) and thus (43) violates Principle A. The conclusion 

is that (43) cannot be the underlying source of (42):

(43) ?*[TP1 [seloi-uy pwumo-ka] [John kwa Mary]i-lul pinanhass-e] (Conj) [TP2 ...]

Note that vehicle-changing the subject selo-uy pwumo-ka ‘each other’s pa-

rents’ into the pronoun kutul-i ‘they-Nom’ would not improve the status, 

as shown in (44). Here the coreference between the pronoun in the first 

clause and the anaphor in the second is strongly disfavored and thus 

induces a semantic incongruity under the intended interpretation: 

(44) #[kutul-i]j  John kwa Mary-lul pinanhass-e, (Conj)  onul  [John kwa  Mary]i-lul

  they-Nom J.  and M.-Acc  blamed             today J.    and  M.-Acc

[[seloi-uy pwumo]j-ka   ti      pinanhass-e]

each other-Gen parents-Nom   blamed-Dec

‘*Theyj blamed John and Mary, Today each otheri’s parentsj blamed [John and 

Mary]i.’

Another problem concerns scope interactions. As shown in (45a), when 

the indefinite subject c-commands the universal QP, only the indefinite 

wide scope is available. On the other hand, the universal QP is fronted 

over the indefinite subject the sentence becomes ambiguous (Hoji 1985; 

Ahn 1990; Sohn 1995). With this as a background, let us consider the 

FDC in (46).

(45) a. nwukwunka-ka  motun chayk-ul  ilkess-e (∃>∀) *(∃<∀)

someone-Nom   all    book-Acc  read-Dec

‘Someone read every book.’

b. [motun chayk-ul]i  nwukwun-ka ti ilkess-e (∃>∀) (∃<∀)

‘Every book, someone read.’
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(46) motun chayk-(ul), (onul)  motun chayk-ul   nwukwun-ka   ilkess-e  (∃>∀) (∃<∀)

all     book-Acc  today  all    book-Acc  someone-Nom  read-Dec

‘Today EVERY BOOK someone read.’

(46) allows ambiguous interpretations. If the caseless object QP in the 

first clause remained in situ, this ambiguity would not be captured since 

the first clause will only allow the indefinite subject wide scope. This 

is shown with the representation in (47):

(47) [TP1 nwukwun-ka   motun chayk-ul  ilkess-e] (Conj) [TP2 motun chayk-ul

    someone-Nom all    book-Acc read-Dec          all    book-Acc

nwukwun-ka   ilkess-e] (∃>∀) *(∃<∀)

someone-Nom  read-Q

‘Someone read every book. Every book, someone read.’

(47) represents the structure before ellipsis takes place and the entire con-

struction only allows the indefinite subject wide scope. Given that the 

indefinite subject c-commands the universal QP in the first clause, only 

the indefinite subject wide scope is permitted. In contrast the second clause 

taken alone allows ambiguous interpretations due to the fact that the 

universal QP has moved over the indefinite subject. However, when these 

two are combined the first clause disambiguates the second clause. The 

disambiguation effect naturally comes about due to the Parallelism con-

straint on Ellipsis (Fox 2000). Given the discussion so far, we can draw 

the conclusion that (47) is not the source of (46), contra what Akiyama 

(2014) predicts. Note here that the disambiguation fact strongly suggests 

that the fragment in FDC involves its own sentential structure. This fact 

would be very difficult to be captured under other approaches to fragment 

that do not assume structure like the Direct Interpretation Approach or 

the Dependent Marking Parameter analysis (Section 2).

Under our analysis, these problems do not arise since the fragment 

always undergoes movement (optionally stranding its DM). This also leads 

to a desirable consequence that ellipsis targets the TP-constituent.14) 

14) An (2015) proposes an interesting alternative. He attempts to capture the (Dependent 
Marker Drop) generalization that only the right-most element can drop its dependent 
marker in MFA by assuming a notion of string ellipsis in PF, which is shown in 
(i). In (iB) the ellipsis process includes ekey ‘Dat’ while in (IB’) it does not. The ellip-
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7. Conclusion

In this paper, we have argued that the Dependent Marker Drop 

Generalization (11) is deduced from the possibility of stranding DM under 

ellipsis. We have suggested that DM-stranding movement is not allowed 

when there is an intervener outside the ellipsis site, and thus it follows 

that the non-final fragments cannot strand their DMs in multiple 

fragments. We have also shown that the analysis provides a straightfor-

ward account for the Focus Doubling Construction, which is also subject 

to the same generalization. 

tical process in (iB) would involve a case of non-constituent ellipsis contra the stand-
ard assumption:

(i) A: nwu-ka   nwukwu-ekey nonmun-ul ponass-ni?
who-Nom who-Dat     paper-Acc  sent-Q
‘Who sent whom a paper?’

B: Chelswu*(-ka) Minswu-ekey [nonmwun-ul ponass-e]
B’: Chelswu*(-ka) Minswu-ekey [nonmwun-ul ponass-e]
B”: *Chelswu-ka Minswu-ekey [nonmwun-ul ponass-e]
B”’: ?*Chelswu-ka Minswu-ekey [nonmwun-ul ponass-e]

Another potential problem has to do with the fact that ellipsis cannot target ekey 
alone, as shown in (iB”). To block this, An assumes that ellipsis of ekey is possible 
only if the ‘TP’ part is elided (a case of Extra Deletion in his term). Although it 
might have interesting consequences, the assumption as it is would need to rely on 
the notion of syntactic categories like TP. As an alternative, one might assume that 
ellipsis takes place from the bottom, which would correctly block (iB”). But this 
would allow the ellipsis process to stop anywhere in the middle, yielding undesired 
result as in (iB”’). Note that this problem does not arise under our analysis if we 
assume that not being focused, the direct object does not undergo focus movement 
to begin with. As expected, even with Acc retained, the construction is still degraded. 
(We are grateful to a reviewer for directing our attention to the question of how our 
analysis would deal with (iB”’)).
  FDC presents another problem for An’s analysis. As discussed above, FDC in-
volves ellipsis in the first clause. Under An’s analysis the FDC in (36c), repeated 
as (iia), would be derived as (iib):

(ii) a. Yenghi(-ekey), (onul) Chelswu-ka Yenghi-ekey  nonmun-ul  ponass-e
Y.-Dat        today C.-Nom    Y.-Dat       paper-Acc  sent-Dec
‘Today Chelswu sent YENGHI a paper.’

b. Yenghi-ekey Chelswu-ka nonmun-ul ponass-e (onul) Chelswu-ka...

The ellipsis process in (iib) indicates that ellipsis could freely target some intermediate 
string of words (under identity) at PF. (Recall that An’s analysis does not assume 
the notion of constituency for the purpose of ellipsis). Then, it is predicted that ellipsis 
should be able to target Nom of the first fragment in (iB) and (iB’) and Dat of the 
second fragment in (iB”), contrary to fact.
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One of the interesting implications of the analysis is that Korean is 

a language that allows DM-stranding. As discussed in Section 5 this opens 

up a new possibility to address the issue of how and why Korean allows 

postposition-stranding despite the fact that it is not a P-stranding language 

under regular movement or does not permit an alternative sources like 

(pseudo-)cleft. The prediction is that if a language allows DM-stranding 

under ellipsis, we expect to find the similar pattern in this language as 

well. We leave further investigation of the cross-linguistic implications 

for another occasion.15) 
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